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What Are They Thinking?
Stephen Lunce, Acct. & Information Systems Dept.,
Texas A&M International, slunce@tamiu.edu
Abstract
What are the critical concerns of the graduate
information systems (I.S.) students today? This paper
reports the results of a three semester long
epistomological inquiry into what students know about
information systems and how they know what they know.
The paper concludes by identifying a set of key issues that
is quite different from those reported in the academic and
practioner literature, and the identification of this
particular set may indicate a need for academe to consider
more carefully the content of its graduate I.S. programs.
Introduction
At a regional teaching university in Texas, the College
of Business offers a Master of Science in Information
Systems (MS-IS) degree. This program, which was
introduced in 1994, has been one of the fastest growing
programs in the College; it began by enrolling seven
students, five of whom graduated within two year.
Enrollment for the 1999-2000 academic year is
approaching fifty. One of the unusual requirements in this
program is a course entitled Conceptual Issues in
Information Systems. It is a required course that the
students must complete prior to enrolling the capstone
course or before completion of the thesis proposal. The
course, taught as a seminar, seeks to provide these
graduate students with a personal experience in trying to
organize their knowledge about the field of information
systems, and to teach how consensus building can be
achieved through the application of a classic research
method.
One of the oldest methods of organizing knowledge,
dating to Aristole, is the development of schema that
arrange evidence in some orderly fashion — a
classification system. Many of these schema have been
used to understand the wonders of the universe and its
subsystems. Most of them are taxonomies. A taxonomy is
merely an organizational schema that is derived by some
scientific method.
Literature Review
Identification of key issues and concepts in an emerging
academic field is critical. Several scholars have
established frameworks within which to conduct research
in the field of information systems (Ives, Hamilton, and
Davis; Mason and Mitroff; Brancheau, Janz, and
Wetherbe). In the 1980's Branchaeu began a series of
investigations that provided part of the inspiration for this
study. His studies asked panels of experts to identify the
key issues in the field of I.S., then using Delphi
refinement, consensus was developed rank ordering the
issues from most important to least important. During the
refinement process issues could be added or deleted from
the listing. The second inspiration for the course which
resulted in this study is a doctoral seminar taught by Dr.
Lawrence Schkade at the University of Texas wherein he
asked students to develop a taxonomy of information
systems issues.
This study reports the results of several semesters of
masters level students responding to the following
assignment: “develop a taxonomy of the field of
information systems that distinguishes the major areas of
this multidimensional field” (Lunce). The students were
provided with a working definition of a taxonomy, and
asked to organize their thoughts about their major field.
The students were asked to create a topology or a list of
twenty-five (25) issues that they felt could be used to
identify or investigate the field of information systems.
They were then asked to create a taxonomy by analyzing
their list and rank ordering the issues from one (the most
important) to twenty-five (the least important). The lists
were then combined; for each issue that was listed more
than once, a mean ranking was determined. This mean
ranking was used to order the combined list, which was
returned to the students. The lists were discussed and each
student was given an opportunity to argue for or against
the inclusion of any issue(s) and to debate the relative
importance of the issues. The moderator (professor) then
shared his opinion of the list, its strengths and weaknesses,
and asked the students to re-rank the issues.
This data collection method was utilized in three
seminars over three semesters (Fall and Summer, 1999,
and Fall, 1998). The goal was to seek a measure of
consensus in the identification of key issues in the study of
information systems. In each of the lists presented below,
N = the number of students that listed this particular
concept. AVG = the mean ranking (1, 2, ... 25) for that
particular concept.
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In Fall 1998, the first iteration produced an initial list of
sixty-two issues. These is are presented as Table 1:
Table 1: Group 1 - Fall, 1998 Concepts
CONCEPT N AVG
People 10 4.20
Data 12 5.83
System People: 7 6.00
Non-system People: Users 8 7.13
Hardware - general 12 7.17
Information 5 7.40
Application Software 14 8.43
System People: Analysts &
Designers
8 9.00
Hardware - Networking 8 9.13
System Software 14 9.14
Communication 11 9.27
Analysis of Information 6 9.50
Non-System People: 6 9.83
Communication:
Channels/Media
1 10.00
Hardware - peripherals 4 10.25
System People: Network
technicians
3 10.67
Software - 11 10.82
System People: Programmers 6 11.00
System People: Engineers 1 11.00
Procedures 13 11.08
Data Management 9 11.22
Education 6 11.33
Telecommunications 7 11.43
End User Computing 5 11.60
Decision Making 14 11.79
Communication: Feedback 2 12.00
Communication: Encoding &
decoding
1 12.00
Data Storage 6 12.50
Communication Software 6 12.67
Ideas & Concepts 4 13.00
System People: Operations 1 13.00
Development Software 9 13.11
Networking 12 13.25
Security 14 14.00
Artificial Intelligence 4 14.00
Data - Control 1 14.00
Non-system People:
Management
6 14.50
Sociological Issues 6 14.67
Hardware - Data Storarge 4 14.75
Procedures - Maintenance 2 15.50
Corporate Culture 6 15.67
Data - Graphics 2 16.00
Data - External 1 16.00
Software - Network 8 16.38
Data - internal 1 17.00
Report Generation 1 17.00
Non-system People:
Consultants
1 18.00
Ethical Issues 13 18.23
Software - Database
Management
4 18.50
Political/Governmental
Issues
8 18.63
Cultural Issues 8 18.75
Constraints 5 18.80
Legal Issues 12 18.83
Non-system People: Clients 1 19.00
Privacy 6 19.50
Hardware - in the case 1 21.00
Productivity 4 21.25
Piracy 2 23.00
System People: Consultants 1 23.00
Virtual Reality 1 23.00
Lifestyle 1 24.00
Entertainment 1 25.00
Once the original list of issues was developed, and the
issues were rank ordered, the composite list was returned
to the students for discussion and evaluation. The ordering
was accomplished by assigning a value to each issue in
every student’s list. The values ranged from 1, for the
most important issue, to 25 for the least important. A
composite list was created which included every issue
from every student list; duplicate issues were removed.
Each student’s list was compared to the composite list,
and when an issue appeared on more that one list, the
rankings and the number of occurrences were recorded.
The rankings were summed and divided by the number
of occurrences to arrive at the lists presented in this
report. In the event that multiple items received the same
average rankings (e.g. Security, A.I. and Data Controls all
had an average rank of 14.00 in Fall, 1998), then the
ordering was determined by the number of occurrences of
the issue, i.e.,  Security appeared on 14 lists and A.I. on
only four lists.
In Summer 1998, the first iteration of the development
of the taxonomy produced a list of fifty-three issues.
Those issues are presented in Table 2, following:
Table 2: Group 2 - Summer, 1999 Concepts
CONCEPT N Avg
Analysis of Information 1 1.00
Artificial Intelligence 8 2.00
Business Analysis 1 3.00
Communication 3 4.33
Communication Software 9 5.33
Constraints 5 5.40
Corporate Culture 4 7.50
Cultural Issues 8 8.00
Cybernetics 7 8.00
Data 3 8.00
Data Management 6 8.17
Data Storage 7 8.43
Data: Acquired vs. developed 2 8.50
Data: Actual vs. potential 4 9.00
Data: Public vs. private 11 9.64
Decision Making 9 9.67
Education 1 10.00
End User Computing 9 10.67
Ethical Issues 10 11.20
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Feedback 5 11.60
Geographic information systems 6 11.67
Hardware - 6 12.00
Hardware - Data Storarge 3 12.00
Hardware - Input 5 12.60
Hardware - Networking 8 12.63
Hardware - Output 9 12.78
Hardware - Processing 6 13.00
Information 4 13.00
Information - non-spatial 7 14.00
Information - spatial 3 14.00
Legal Issues 7 14.14
Networking 6 14.33
Non-geographic information systems 5 14.60
Non-System People 7 14.71
People 8 15.13
Piracy 5 15.40
Political/Governmental Issues 4 15.50
Privacy 8 15.75
Procedures - Abnormal 6 16.17
Procedures - Normal 7 16.86
Productivity 9 17.00
Security 5 17.00
Sociological Issues 7 17.43
Software - Application 5 19.40
Software - Database Management 9 19.44
Software - Development 2 19.50
Software - general 10 19.70
Software - Network 7 20.14
Software - Operating System 5 21.20
System People: 2 22.00
System People: Analysts & Designers 3 22.33
System People: clients 2 23.00
System People: Network technicians 1 24.00
In Fall, 1999, the first iteration produced the following
list of seventy issues:
Table 3: Group 3 - Fall, 1999 Concepts
CONCEPT N Avg
Clients' Requirements 1 5.00
Information use 4 5.25
Success 4 6.50
Data 7 7.14
Social Issues 4 7.75
Technology 5 8.00
Software - Applications
(business, et al)
4 8.00
People - Systems: clients 3 8.00
Hardware - Networking 4 8.25
Information 8 8.50
Knowledge management 6 8.50
Theory (theories of IS) 5 8.60
People - Non-systems 8 8.75
Systems Development Methods 5 8.80
Decision Making 8 8.88
Information flows 4 9.00
Intelligence 3 9.33
Problem solving 5 9.40
Hardware - 7 10.00
People - Systems: Network
technicians
2 10.50
Hardware - Input 4 10.75
People - Systems: 4 11.00
People - Systems:
Programmers
2 11.00
Efficiency Issues 1 11.00
Availability of IS 7 11.14
Procedures - Normal 4 11.25
People - Systems: Analysts &
Designers
6 11.50
Planning 5 11.80
Hardware - Data Storage 5 12.00
Change Management 2 12.00
Economic Issues 4 12.25
Hardware - Output 3 12.33
Data Management 4 12.50
Software - Operating System 2 12.50
Users 7 12.57
People - Systems: users 3 12.67
Software 9 12.89
Hardware - Processing 5 13.00
Legal Issues 5 13.00
Procedures - Abnormal 1 13.00
Cultural Issues 5 13.40
Software - Network 2 13.50
Ethical Issues 8 13.75
Systems Management 4 13.75
Education & Learning Issues 6 14.17
Telecommunications 9 14.22
Management Styles 4 14.25
Paradigm shifts within IS 4 14.25
Feedback 7 14.43
Database Management 4 14.50
Strategic value of systems 5 15.20
Cognitive Styles 4 15.25
Data Representation 2 15.50
Effectiveness Issues 7 15.57
Political/Governmental
Issues
3 16.33
Leadership Issues 3 16.67
Software - Database
Management
3 16.67
Communication Theory 4 16.75
Networking 8 16.88
Security 8 17.13
Implementation issues 4 17.75
End User Computing 2 18.50
Productivity 7 18.57
Software - development
(languages/tools)
3 18.67
Corporate Culture 4 18.75
Imagination 3 19.33
Privacy 3 20.00
Organizational Structure 4 20.50
Evolutionary Issues 2 20.50
Religious Issues 1 23.00
The three seminars combined produced a total listing
of 122 key concepts. The list of these concepts is
presented in Table 4.
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Table 4: Composite Concept Listing
Analysis of Information
Application Software
Artificial Intelligence
Availability of IS
Business Analysis
Change Management
Clients' Requirements
Cognitive Styles
Communication
Communication Software
Communication Software
Communication Theory
Communication: Channels/Media
Communication: coding/decoding
Communication: Feedback
Constraints
Corporate Culture
Cultural Issues
Cybernetics
Data
Data - Control
Data - External
Data - Graphics
Data - internal
Data Management
Data Representation
Data Storage
Data: Acquired vs. developed
Data: Actual vs. potential
Data: Public vs. private
Database Management
Decision Making
Development Software
Economic Issues
Education
Effectiveness Issues
Efficiency Issues
End User Computing
Entertainment
Ethical Issues
Evolutionary Issues
Feedback
Geographic information systems
Hardware -
Hardware - Data Storage
Hardware - general
Hardware - in the case
Hardware - Input
Hardware - Networking
Hardware - Output
Hardware - peripherals
Hardware - Processing
Ideas & Concepts
Imagination
Implementation issues
Information
Information - non-spatial
Information - spatial
Information flows
Information use
Intelligence
Knowledge management
Leadership Issues
Legal Issues
Lifestyle
Management Styles
Networking
Non-geographic information systems
Non-System People
Non-system People: Clients
Non-system People: Consultants
Non-system People: Management
Non-system People: Users
Organizational Structure
Paradigm shifts within IS
People
People - Systems:
People - Systems: analysts/designers
People - Systems: clients
People - Systems: network technician
People - Systems: programmer
People - Systems: users
Piracy
Planning
Political/Governmental Issues
Privacy
Problem solving
Procedures
Procedures - Abnormal
Procedures - Maintenance
Procedures - Normal
Productivity
Religious Issues
Report Generation
Security
Social Issues
Sociological Issues
Software
Software - Application
Software - Database Management
Software - Development
Software - general
Software - Network
Software - Operating System
Strategic value of systems
Success
System People:
System People: analysts & designers
System People: clients
System People: consultants
System People: engineers
System People: network technicians
System People: operations
System People: programmers
System Software
Systems Development Methods
Systems Management
Technology
Telecommunications
Theory (theories of IS)
Users
Virtual Reality
In each seminar the lists were reviewed and discussed.
The students were asked to consider whether or not each
concept was essential in the definition and/or
understanding of an information system. After two
revisions the initial group of students had reduced their
listing of key concepts to thirty-nine issues, a reduction of
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almost fifty percent. After two revisions, the second group
had reduced their list to twenty-eight concepts, a 48.1%
reduction. The third group had reduced their initial list of
seventy-one concepts to forty-four (38.03%) after two
revisions. These revisions resulted in a listing of ninety
two key issues.
The most interesting result is the small number of
issues that appeared in every listing. Twelve issues
appeared on all of the final revisions. Those issues are:
1. Corporate Culture - the way the firm deals with its
employees and the way the employees perceive
their role within the organization.
2. Cultural Issues - clearly the impact of the internet and
the globalization of systems is the critical issue
with this item; how implementation in a variety
of countries complicates the fields of systems
development, integrations and management.
3. Data - the most basic building block of any
information system.
4. Data Management - what is the appropriate DBMS?
How much access is enough? Too much? How is
the resource controlled?
5. Decision Making - the role for which computer based
information systems were initially specified; the
primary function of the manager, supported by
the decision support system of choice.
6. Education - the influence of the need for life-long
learning is here, but the biases of the sample (all
graduate students) may have influenced the
inclusion of this issue.
7. Ethical Issues - every student dreams of the challenge
of “the hack” but most hesitate when advised of
copyrights and patents and proprietary issues.
Ethics should be a component in every college
course.
8. Networking hardware - again influence of the internet
and the lure of e-commerce is observed, as the
special needs of the network administrator are
more obvious.
9. Information - for the novice, this issue may seem
redundant, but it is important to recall that data
that is not information does exist, information
can not be derived without data.
10. Political/Governmental Issues - will the U.S.
Government continue to move to control the
movement of data through computer and
telecommunications networks? If so, how will
this impact the I.S. professional of the 21st
century?
11. Productivity - technology becomes revolutionary
when productivity increases by orders of
magnitude. Will information systems initiate
productivity increases? Certainly, but will these
be more significant than those produced by
industrialization?
12. Security - data is a resource, information is a
competitive advantage, information systems are
the products that provide billions in revenue. All
of these are at risk, twenty-four hours a day,
seven days a week (24/7); if they are valuable
enough, then securing them has to be a critical
issue
Conclusions
While this study has serious flaws and limitations (e.g.
use of a convenience sample, no control group,
experimentation carried out over time) it does suggest
some unusual issues that are of concern to one group of
graduate I.S. students. Are these issues that are
relentlessly discussed in classes or are these the topics that
the students have discovered in their perusal of the
periodic literature? There is no obvious answer to these
questions, however, there is a challenge for the academic
community: either we need to pay a bit more attention to
the interests of our students, or we need to revisit our
curricular offerings. The results do suggest that we, in the
academy, do need to listen to our students, and to learn
from their concerns and interests.
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